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Contrary to the findings of Mu¨lders, Toxvaerd, and Kneller @Phys. Rev. E 58, 6766 ~1998!# ~MTK!, we are
unable to discern any difference in the behavior of long chain alkanes simulated by molecular dynamics at
constant pressure using either atomic or molecular scaling schemes. This result confirms our previous study
@M. Marchi and P. Procacci, J. Chem. Phys. 109, 5194 ~1998!# on hydrated proteins published at the same time
as the MTK’s paper. This Comment indicates that errors in the calculation of the pressure tensor might be
responsible for at least a part of the MTKs results.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.63.028701 PACS number~s!: 02.70.Ns, 31.15.Qg, 36.20.2rMore than ten years ago Ciccotti and Ryckaert demon-
strated that atomic and molecular pressure virials are equal
on average for nondissociating molecules @1#. In a recent
study Mu¨lders Toxvaerd, and Kneller @2# ~MTK! have pre-
sented results supporting the view that coupling the intramo-
lecular degrees of freedom @the so-called atomic scaling
~AS!# to the volume dynamics ‘‘strongly improves the relax-
ation energy and volume for long chains’’ with respect to the
alternative choice of molecular scaling ~MS!. In particular, it
was found that for long chain alkane molecules the faster
relaxation of constant pressure molecular dynamics ~MD!
simulations based on AS is responsible for differences in the
computed thermodynamic observables if compared to MS
simulations. As a side effect, during the MS run the atomic
pressure was computed to differ from the molecular pressure
by an almost constant offset of about 150 atm. These find-
ings do not agree with those we reported in an investigation
published on Ref. @3#. In that study, R-RESPA ~reversible ref-
erence system propagation algorithm! @4# multiple time step
algorithms for dynamics in the NPT ensemble were devel-
oped for different pressure scaling schemes and applied to a
complex biomolecular system ~a molecule of bovine pancre-
atic trypsin inhibitor protein hydrated by 1142 water mol-
ecules!. While, in agreement with Ref. @1#, we found that the
choice of scaling technique did not affect the thermodynamic
observables; no significant differences were detected on the
time-dependent relaxation dynamics of the observables. This
is in sharp contrast with results in Ref. @2#.
Various explanations might be given for these discrepan-
cies, such as the poor statistics in the MS scheme ~as pointed
out by MTK, only 240 degrees of freedom are coupled to the
barostat!, to the intrinsic nonergodic nature of the system
under investigation, or, finally, technical problems in the
implementation of the MD simulations. Thus, in order to
understand the differences between our two independent in-
vestigations we have carried out a series of constant pressure
simulations on a 80 dotriacontane molecule system ~the same
studied in Ref. @2#! with our constant pressure AS and MS
algorithms. For these simulations, we have adopted the1063-651X/2001/63~2!/028701~3!/$15.00 63 0287united atom CHARMM19 @5# parameters set to describe the
bonded and nonbonded potential between dotriacontane mol-
ecules. No bond constraints were included in our model at
this stage. For the MS scheme 240 degrees of freedom were
coupled to the barostat while for AS they were 7680, includ-
ing intramolecular ‘‘breathing’’ motions, responsible, ac-
cording to MTK, for the fast relaxation of AS simulations.
The preparation of the sample follows a procedure similar
to that reported in Sec. III of Ref. @2#: We first performed a
simulation in the constant volume and temperature ~NVT! at
500 K for 100 ps, then brought the system to 300 K and
further equilibrate for an additional 100 ps. We begin our run
from a box of 80 dotriacontane in an all-trans conformation
with a box side length of 40.67 Å. After equilibration, we
started two separate simulations in the constant pressure and
temperature ensemble ~NPT!, with P50.1 MPa and T
5300 K, each lasting 800 ps and using AS and MS, respec-
tively. The integration of the equations of motion was done
using the NPT multiple time step RESPA algorithms @6# de-
veloped by us in Ref. @3#. The piston mass used in all con-
stant pressure simulations was of 1057 a.m.u.
Our results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In the former, we
compare atomic and molecular pressures computed during
the MS ~upper panel! and the AS ~lower panel! simulations.
In the latter we show the relaxations of two observables, the
cell volume and the Lennard-Jones ~L-J! energy, for the two
NPT scaling schemes. For clearness of the plot, the data in
Fig. 2 have been smoothed by removing high-frequency
noise ~of time period higher than 3 ps! with a Savitsky-Golay
standard filter @7#. These results disagree strikingly with
those of MTK. In particular, both simulations carried out
with the AS and MS schemes compute the same averaged
atomic and molecular pressure. We do not observe in any
way the offset of about 150 atm between atomic and molecu-
lar pressure computed during the MS simulation of MTK.
Indeed, in our two simulations the atomic and molecular
pressures equilibrate immediately and at the same value ~the
external pressure! independently on the scaling scheme used
in the simulations. Thus, this behavior brings to the calcula-©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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that relax with approximately the same dynamics ~see Fig.
2!. As a further contrast, we also observe a rather rapid re-
laxation of those observables compared with their very slow
decay in pointed out by MTK.
To further examine the contrast of our results with those
of in Ref. @2#, we have carried out additional simulations on
n-decane and dotriacontane in the NPT ensemble by modify-
ing the CHARMM19 force field L-J parameters and the stretch-
ing equilibrium distance to those of the isotropic Toxvaerd
potential of Ref. @8# used by MTK. If, on the one hand, we
confirmed our previous results as far as relaxation dynamics
of observables and equivalence of atomic and molecular
virial, we were unable to obtain the averaged volume within
the error bar of that computed for n-decane and dotriacon-
tane by MTK. Our averaged volume obtained with the same
L-J cutoff of 16 Å as MTK is in both cases about 4% smaller
than theirs. These results are troublesome, given that we
were instead able to successfully reproduce the literature
value of the molecular volume of alkanes determined by
Monte Carlo for an all atom OPLS force field @9,10#. The
introduction of bond constraints in the MS simulation did not
affect significantly the computed observables and the relax-
ation dynamics.
Using more complex torsional potentials, such as the
Smith and Jaffe @11# parametrization used by MTK, we
found results for the thermodynamics averages similar to
those obtained with the CHARMM19 potential and still at vari-
ance with those of Ref. @2#. Additionally, we found a slower
volume relaxation, probably due to the higher torsional bar-
rier of this potential with respect to CHARMM19, but still
much faster than the MTK result. We stress also that even for
this potential MS and AS are found to yield identical relax-
ation rates and equilibrium averages.
Our disagreement with Ref. @2# might be in part due to a
probable error in their calculation of the molecular pressure.
Indeed, the relation used by MTK to compute the molecular
virial is correct only for molecules of small size compared to
FIG. 1. Evolution of the molecular ~continuous lines! and
atomic ~dotted lines! pressures in NPT MD simulations. Simula-
tions in ~a! and ~b! use molecular and atomic scaling R-RESPA inte-
grators, respectively.02870the box dimensions. In general, this equation is wrong for
molecules whose largest intramolecular distance is greater
than half the box side length. Their expression reads
(
g
RgFg5 ( 8ig, jd ~rig , jdNL 2 r¯i ,g1 r¯j ,d!fig , jd ~1!
where, rig , jd
NI is the interatomic distance between atom i of
molecule g and atom j of molecule d, the superscript NI
meaning that atomic nearest image conventions have been
used and r¯i ,g is the coordinate relative to the center of mass
of atom i of the molecule g. Here, the prime in the sum on
the right-hand side means that only contributions from dif-
ferent molecules are included. In the case of large molecules
some interactions between atoms of the molecule g, because
of periodic boundary conditions, are effectively interactions
between distinct images of the same molecule. Thus, to ob-
tain the correct expression for the molecular virial in Eq. ~1!
the prime should be removed from the sum on the right-hand
side. This will give the equation first reported in Ref. @12#.
Such an equation reduces to the MTK molecular virial for
small molecules.
Finally, we notice that in Ref. @2# the MS volume of dot-
riacontane is larger than that computed with AS ~see their
Table IV!. This is clearly inconsistent with their Fig. 7.
There the AS pressure obtained during a MS run is computed
150 atm higher than the MS pressure. Naturally, a higher
atomic pressure means that in a simulation with AS at 1 atm
the system volume will expand while in the actual AS cal-
culation of MTK the volume contracts. This is an additional
clue indicating that flawed computation might be playing a
significant role in the MTK main results.
To conclude, contrary to the major findings of Ref. @2#,
we are unable to discern any difference in the behavior of
long chain alkanes simulated by MD at constant pressure
FIG. 2. Relaxation of the total cell volume (V) and Lennard-
Jones energies (EL2J) as a function of simulation time for simula-
tions using MS and AS integration schemes.1-2
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additional factors such as metastability have some role in the
pressure response observed by MTK, our investigation02870strongly indicates that errors in the calculations of the pres-
sure tensor are likely to be mostly responsible for MTK’s
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